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When psychologists hear the name, Albert Michotte, they are likely to recall experiments on perception, especially phenomenal causality.
It may come as.a surprise to link his name with "memory." However, Michotte's early experiments showed his deep, attentive concern with memory, especially logical memory, that is, the hi an being's power to retain, recognize, and recall.formerly-understood relation-, ships.
Michotte's fondness for ewperimenting, his thinking that there are altogether too many theories in psychology but too few solid facts, (1952, p. 216) and his ownearly educational background led him to publish three experiments on memory. (Michotte & Ransy, 1912; Michotte & Fransen, 1914; Michotte & Portych, 1914) This paper will focus mostly upon two of these that concern logical memory, or If it is so that "What memory is to the individual, tradition is to the community...." (O'Donoghue, 1971, p. 284 ) remembering Michotte's own twentieth century contributions to logical memory may invite the psychblogical community to link this part of the past to the present, and perhaps even to a possible future for the psychology of memory.
I.
Michotte's Background as It Relates to His Experiments on Logical Memory
How Michotte became interested in memory needs clarification.' As was usuah for psychologists-in-the-making in the early 1900'si Michotte spent part of two a years '(1905-1906) to the problem, the place of thought in logical memory. (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, The second'experiment used related words, too.. Unlike the earlier one, though, this experiment attempted to simulate everyday life situations through itp instructions to attend to the word-pairs with a view to recalling them at an unspecified later time (withoutoadking the person to look for relations this time.)
Recall took place either immediately, or at times extended Variously upon to a week.
B.
Results.
1.
General quantitative findings. Correct recall of missing words in the immediate condition.occurred 84% of the time in the first experiment (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, p. 49) and 88% of the time in the second. (Michotte & Portych, 1914, p. 248) Under these circumstances, subjects showed almoit equal success in recall, as a range in the first experiMent of just 10.5% and a mean variation of 3.5%
shoved. (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, p. 48) The dynamics of differences in patterns of nonreactions and errors, however, seemed quite another matter;. Some people tended quickly to give up looking for a missing term while others kept trying. Intense acts of will, though, appeared to affect recall adversely. (Michotte & Portych, 1914, pp. 324-325) In answer, let us turn to some results. Sometimes when a subject tried to remember a missing term, he referred to it as "what must come," or "that which I
await." (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, p. 16) While such comments do not immediately shot' relational thought, they do reveal an experience of expectation, a sense of incompleteness, a belief that not just any word will bridge the gap to,cOmplete the relationship. Michotte speaks of the stimulus word in the recall test as actually present while he sees the awaited word, though physically-absent, as intentionally present in the sense that it is needed to complete an otherwise meaningless relationship. (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, p. 16 A rather puzzling finding, that a person occasionally discards an actually correct completer word that he himself thought of, saying it is not the right,one, may b6 quite helpful for discovering what goes on in logical memory. (Michotte & Ransy, 1912, p. 24) The rejected word must in some sense have been retained; otherwise, why does it (rather than any of thousands of possible others) "occur?
The person's rejection of bm actually correct term suggests that his understanding how the second term belonged to the stimulus term mar.Y411 have been partial in the first place, just as in everyday life understanding may be partial, may develop gradually. Although such data raise more questions than they answer, they show quite surely that the e5cpression of logical memory is riot an all-or-none matter. A final brief report lends further support to the view that relational thought profoundly affects recall. Michotte and Portyck(1914, p. 359) No matter how helpful some explorations may be, it seems unlikely that anyone will fully exhaust, bring fully to light, the many mysteries of memory. Even though so much remains to be known about memory, trying tsd remember all we ever knew about c it seems about as senseless ascommitting'to memory last December's or this July's prices in a grocery store. So one may ask: is MichOtte's work on logical memory worth remembering? I think it'richly merits retention, recognition, and retrieval, especially since Michotte's approach to action, which includes memory, seems sound; it also supports and encourages thinking beyond the currently known.
A.
Michotte's emphasis on memory, as it contributes to action, seems sound. Michotte's contributions to logical memory shoN that, although` he later went on to study perception, which provides the 'work for which he is best known, he evidently never forgot "memory" and its yet-to-be-charted'contributions to action. Besides, his own logical memory found apt'expression in the memoryexperiments he designed, which are themselves so much at one with his own later work.
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